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SUMMARY
The adoption of a suitable pumping-injeting well network and the human enhanement of the ativity
of soil bateria, whose metabolism ontributes to degrade and transform many pollutants in non-toxi
substanes, may be ruial in the proess of remediation of ontaminated soils. Organi ontaminant
transport in a subsurfae aquifer and its biologial degradation kinetis is numerially addressed
by using a four ontaminant speies model. A numerial approah is proposed, that is based on a
ell-enter nite volume method for the system of advetion-dispersion equations of ontaminants
with a mixed-hybrid nite element method for the solution of a single-phase Dary's equation. The
eetiveness of the method and its auray in retaining the main physial properties of the ontinuous
mathematial model is illustrated by simulating the time evolution of ontaminant onentrations in
a set of realisti senarios. Copyright
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1. INTRODUCTION
Soil ontamination has reently beome a problem of major soial onern, beause a wide
range of pollutant agents of dierent hemial nature and toxiity may be present in subsurfae
aquifers. Pollution soures are either aidental events, like spills and leaks, or ommon human
ativities, like disposal of urban sewage, industrial wastes, and the use of pestiides and
fertilizers in agriulture, see Referenes [24, 25, 22, 20, 9, 8℄. The ontaminants in a subsurfae
aquifer are subjet to omplex physial and hemial proesses, suh as dispersion, advetion
by groundwater ow, hemial reations and biologial degradation due to soil miroorganisms.
The groundwater ow is desribed by a single phase Dary's equation, while the subsurfae
transport of dierent hemial speies are modeled by a set of oupled advetion-dispersion-
reation equations [3℄.

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The biologial degradation depends on the miroorganism population whose metabolism
is aeted by the availability in soils of substrates like organi arbon, eletron aeptors {
oxygen and nitrogen { and nutrients [17, 19℄.
The organi arbon needed to sustain baterial life is naturally present in soil, while nutrients
{ suh as phosphates, nitrates, ammonia { may be provided also by human input, for instane
fertilizers. The baterial population is normally stable beause it dynamially tends to an
equilibrium state in whih its growth rate is balaned by its deay rate. When the onentration
of nutrients augments due to an external supply, the baterial population inreases of several
orders of magnitude and tends to a new equilibrium state. The remarkable fat is that the
baterial metaboli proesses may eetively redue hazardous organi pollutants to harmless
byproduts, suh as CO
2
and H
2
O [1℄. In this ontext, a remediation strategy an be devised
whih relies on the enhanement of the biodegradation ativity, see Referene [23℄ for a
literature review on this topi. The biodegradation kinetis models proposed in literature are
usually lassied in three distint lasses, respetively termed free-bateria, miroolony-based
and biolm models [16, 11℄.
The simplest models belong to the rst lass [18℄. They basially assume that bateria exist
as individual partiles within the aqueous phase or adsorbed by soil grains. No assumption
is made on the mirosopi onguration and distribution of bateria in soil pores, and on
the way the organisms are grouped together on the solid pore surfae. These latter fats are
onsidered irrelevant for the marosopi desription of baterial population growth and deay.
In the seond lass of models, bateria do not exist as individual partiles but in small
disrete olonies, or miroolonies, attahed to the soil grain surfaes. Growth and deay of
the biomass ontained in miroolonies are formulated either by taking that the baterial
olony dimension an grow by onsumption of organi substrate and eletron aeptors or by
assuming the olony dimension onstant and varying their onentration, i.e., the number of
olonies per unit volume [21℄.
The main feature of the models in the third lass is that the solid partiles onstituting
the aquifer material are overed by a biolm within whih onsumption of the substrates and
eletron-aeptors takes plae [26, 16, 11℄. The key proesses are the mass exhange between
bulk ow and the biolm and the internal degradation of organi substrates.
A more detailed disussion of the similarities and dierenes between these models is beyond
the sope of the present work. We refer the interested reader to the disussion in Referene [2℄ {
see also the bibliography therein { where it is shown that under a set of simplifying assumptions
the three approahes redue to an essentially equivalent desription of the biodegradation
proess. This, however, is true only for very simple ases.
Our approah relies on the four-speies model doumented in Referenes [21, 27℄ in the
ontext of the more general miroolony-based onept. The main feature of this model lies
in its apability of desribing how the metabolism of subsurfae mirobes an be enhaned
by onurrent metabolization of oxygen, nitrogen and nutrients. From the omputational
viewpoint, it is a ompromise between the simpler free-bateria model whih tends to
overestimate the degradation extent, and the more aurate but also more omplex and
expensive bio-lm model.
The numerial approximation of the omplete mathematial model is a researh issue, and
many dierent aspets make the numerial simulation of a bioremediation proess hallenging.
We mention in the following list the topis we feel the most signiant and that we onsider
in the present work.
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 Treatment of highly heterogeneous soil : the value of the permeability an dier for four
orders of magnitude or more in two adjaent mesh ells.
 Advetion-dominated transport : the model speies onentrations in the groundwater
bulk-ow an feature strong gradient regions when sharp onentrations fronts move
throughout the omputational domain.
 Non-linear oupling eets, even if the soil is a saturated one. The kinetis of the baterial
population depends on the ontaminants whih diuse within the miroolonies from
the groundwater bulk ow. It also exerts its inuene on the bulk-ow ontaminant
onentrations via a set of reative soure terms in the transport equations.
These issues have already been investigated by the authors in these previous works.
In [4℄ we presented some preliminary results on the disretization of the ow and transport
equations by using mixed nite elements and nite volumes.
The oupling of the ontaminant transport equations with a baterial population equation
and its numerial disretization was investigated in [12℄. In this work the model speies are
passively adveted by a onstant veloity and pressure elds. In order to solve the Dary's
equation we adopted a high-order aurate mixed nite element sheme (BDM
1
). Despite
is auray, this approah is not appropriate to simulate non-linear phenomena requiring a
frequent update of the veloity and pressure elds beause of the high omputational ost.
A better approah from this viewpoint is based on the mixed-hybrid sheme proposed in [13℄.
In this work we validated the method on the standard quarter-of-ve-spots problem, fousing
the attention on the treatment of the soil heterogeneity.
Finally, the work presented in this paper opes with the bioremediation of a eld-size aquifer
that has been ontaminated by an aidental leak out. Dierent bioremediation tehniques and
human intervention strategies are numerially investigated to predit the lean-up time for an
almost omplete removal of pollutants.
Aording with our previous experiene we propose the following numerial approah. The
steady groundwater bulk ow is approximated by using the lowest-order mixed-hybrid nite
element method. This approah yields an approximation to the steady veloity eld that is
more aurate than the one provided by straightforward dierentiation of the onforming
nite element approximation of the pressure eld. In partiular, we emphasize that the
mixed-hybrid nite element method ensure loal { i.e. ell-wise { mass onservation, while
the onforming nite element approximation laks loal mass onservation. The ontaminant
transport equations are approximated in spae by an unstrutured triangle-based nite volume
method and advaned in time by a semi-impliit two-stage Runge-Kutta sheme. A TVD
stability ondition is imposed by a multidimensional limiting proedure. The resulting sheme
is formally seond-order aurate, onservative, and apable of apturing strong solution
gradient fronts moving at the orret physial propagation speeds.
The speies interations are taken into aount in the full-speies model by solving iteratively
their non-linear interation oupling.
The outline of the paper follows. In Setion 2, we review the mathematial model desribing
single-phase bulk ow, ontaminant transport and baterial kinetis. The disretization method
is summarized in Setion 3. We address here the nite volume disretization of the ontaminant
transport equations as well as the mixed-hybrid nite element approximation of the Dary's
phase pressure and veloity elds. In Setion 4 we present the results of a set of numerial
investigations that assess the performane of possible remediation strategies. We onsider also
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dierent networks of extration/injetion wells, whose running mode has been seleted on the
basis of the plume loation and the soil remediation status. The onlusions follow in Setion 5.
2. THE MATHEMATICAL MODEL
se:mathematial_model
2.1. Transport Equations
Transport phenomena are mathematially desribed by a system of N
DS
oupled advetion-
dispersion-reation equations, where N
DS
is the number of dissolved speies. In divergene
form they an be written as follows
R
i
C
i
t
+ div (uC
i
 D
i
(u)rC
i
) = B
i
; i = 1; : : : ; N
DS
: (1) eq:transport
The variables C
i
in equations (1) represent the bulk ow onentration of eah transported
speies; the terms R
i
are the retardation fators, whih take into aount hemial adsorption
proesses, the terms D
i
(u) are the veloity-dependent dispersion tensors. The r.h.s. soure
terms B
i
desribe the oupling between the speies onentrations transported in the bulk
ow and the ones within miroolonies. Also equations (1) are supplemented by appropriate
boundary onditions, suh as inlet, outlet and no-ow, and initial solution states to speify
the appliation problems.
2.2. The Dary's Equation
Groundwater bulk ow in an heterogeneous saturated soil is mathematially formulated by
the Dary's equation [10℄
8
<
:
u =  Krp; in 

divu = f; in 
:
(2) eq:dary
The pressure eld is indiated by p and the groundwater veloity eld by u, K(x) is the
transmissivity tensor, and f(x) a soure/sink term. Equations (2) are ompleted by a set of
suitable boundary onditions of Neumann/Dirihlet-type, modelizing inlet/outlet and no-ow
boundary ongurations.
2.3. The Bioremediation Model
Miroolony-based models assume that bateria reside and at within miroolonies, desribed
as a set of pathes attahed to soil grains [21℄. From the bulk phase, hemial speies
an reah miroolonies via diusive mass exhange. Depending on the mass-transfer
oeÆient, onentrations within miroolonies govern the degradation rate kinetis and an
be signiantly dierent from those in the bulk phase.
In this lass of models, the term B
i
of equation (1) is expressed in terms of a diusive mass
exhange from the bulk to the miroolony phase,
B
i
= N


i
A

(C
i
  
i
)
Æ
; i = 1; : : : ; N
DS
; (3) eq:B_term
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where 
i
is the mass-exhange oeÆient between bulk ow and miroolonies,A

is the ontat
area of one miroolony for the mass diusion proess, Æ is the thikness of the boundary
layer between bulk ow and miroolonies, 
i
is the onentration of the omponent i in the
miroolonies and N

is the number of miroolonies per unit volume.
The assumption that the biodegradation proess works essentially at a steady-state regime
yields the following form for the r.h.s. terms B
i
in (3):

i
A

(C
i
  
i
)
Æ
= 
0;i
m

N
EA
X
k=1
Y
i;k
2
4
N
i
DS
Y
j=1

j
K
j;k
+ 
j
3
5
I
k 1
b
+Q
i
I
i 1
b
; i = 1; : : : ; N
DS
; (4) eq:mirool
where 
0;i
are the maximum rate oeÆients, m

is the mass of a miroolony, Y
i;k
are the
yield oeÆients whih aount for the stoihiometry and eÆieny of degradation, K
j;k
are
the half saturation onstants, and I
k 1
b
are the inhibition funtions [21℄. In equation (4) the
symbol N
EA
denotes the number of eletron aeptors and N
i
DS
the number of dissolved
speies involved in the degradation of the i-th speies. The term Q
i
is non zero only when the
omponent i is an eletron aeptor { for instane oxygen or nitrate. In this ase, it takes the
form
Q
i
= 
i

i
K
i
+ 
i
; i = 1; : : : ; N
EA
; (5)
where 
i
is the eletron aeptor oeÆient for the maintainane energy of bateria, and K
i
is the eletron aeptor saturation onstant.
This degradation equation states that the total amount of a ompound entering a
miroolony in a given interval of time is equal to the amount of speies that is degraded
in the same interval. The rate of degradation and onsequently the onentration within
miroolonies, is roughly proportional to the onentration outside the olonies. The terms Q
i
introdue into the model the onsumption of oxygen due to baterial deomposition [21, 27℄
as a rst order deay term.
Baterial kinetis is modeled by the following time-dependent dierential equation that
desribes the miroolony population dynamis,
1
N

 (N

)
t
=
N
DH
X
i=1
2
4

0;i
N
EA
X
k=1
Y
i;k
0

N
i
DS
Y
j=1

j
K
j;k
+ 
j
1
A
3
5
  k

d
; (6) equ:bat_growth
where k

d
is the population deay onstant, N
DH
is the number of dissolved hydroarbons {
organi substrates { and  is the porosity of the medium [21, 27℄.
3. THE NUMERICAL MODEL
se:numerial_model
3.1. The Finite Volume Disretization of the Transport Equations
The numerial disretization in the framework of the nite volume sheme is dened on the
same mesh T
h
(
) used for the mixed-hybrid sheme of the previuous setion. The index h is the
maximum diameter of the N
T
triangles forming the mesh, i.e. h = max
T2T
h
(
)
h
T
, where h
T
is the lenght of the longest edge of the triangle T . As usual, these triangulations are assumed
regular and onformal for h! 0 in the sense speied in Referene [7℄, pag. 132.
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Equations (1) are reformulated in a ell-wise integral form by integrating on eah triangular
ell T and then applying the Gauss divergene theorem to transform the spatial divergene
term into a balane of edge integral uxes. Let us introdue for every T 2 T
h
(
) the vetor
U
T
, whose elements are the ell-averaged onentrations of the transported speies,
U
T
j
i
=
1
jT j
Z
T
C
i
dT: (7)
The semi-disrete nite volume approximation is
jT jR
dU
T
dt
+
X
e2(T )
G
e
(u
e
;
e
U
T
;
e
U
T
e
;n
e
) +
X
e2(T )
H
e
(u
e
;
e
U
T
;
e
U
T
e
;n
e
)
+
X
e2
0
(T )
F
(b)
e
=
X
q
!
T;q
S
T
(
e
U
T
(x
T;q
)); for every T 2 T
h
(
);
(8) eq:FV
where the diagonal matrix R = diag(R
1
; : : : ; R
N
DS
) ollets the retardation fators, and for
every ell T ,
- jT j is the measure of its area, and T its boundary;
- (T ) is the subset of its internal edges; these latters are the edges that T shares with
an adjaent mesh ell indiated by T
e
, so that for every e 2 (T ) there exists a ell
T
e
2 T
h
(
) suh that e = T \ T
e
;
- 
0
(T ) is the subset of the edges of T loated at the boundary of the omputational
domain; that is, for every e 2 
0
(T ) we have e = T \ 
.
The ell interfae ux integral is evaluated by using suitable advetive and dispersive numerial
uxes aross the edge e, that are
G
e
(u
e
;
e
U
T
;
e
U
T
e
;n
e
)j
i

Z
e
n  uUj
i
dl; (9) equ:numerial_fluxes
H
e
(u
e
;
e
U
T
;
e
U
T
e
;n
e
) 
Z
e
n Dj
i
(u)rUj
i
dl; (10)
and the numerial ux funtion F
(b)
e
at boundary edges.
The numerial ux vetor funtions G
e
and H
e
introdued in (9) depend on u
e
, whih is
the value of the veloity eld u at the midpoint of the edge e shared by the triangles T and T
e
,
and on n
e
, whih is the normal to e oriented outward from T and inward into T
e
. They also
depend on
e
U
T
and
e
U
T
e
, whih are the pieewise polynomial representations of the solution in
T and T
e
. This funtional dependene implies the usage of pointwise values of the approximate
solution at quadrature nodes on e. These values are reonstruted from the ell averages by
an interpolation proedure at eah time step and a multidimensional slope limiter must be
onsidered to take under ontrol the numerial osillations, see the appendix of Referene [12℄.
The integral advetive term G
e
is disretized by a standard upwind ux splitting approah,
while the integral dispersion term H
e
, whih involves seond derivatives in spae, by a entral
dierentiation algorithm. Further details about the derivation and the auray of this method
are disussed in Referene [15℄.
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The numerial ux funtion F
(b)
e
at the boundary edge e = T \ 
 depends on the trae
e
U
T
j
e
of the reonstruted solution
e
U
T
within the unique boundary triangle T , and in some
suitable form on a set of external data U
(b)
e
.
The integral soure term S
T
(
e
U
T
(x
T;q
)) is approximated by a surfae quadrature rule with
nodes fx
T;q
g within the triangle T and weights f!
T;q
g.
The time-marhing sheme is obtained by approximating the time derivative of U
T
{ whih
appears in the rst term in the semi-disrete formulation (8) { by rst-order nite dierenes
dU
T
(t)
dt




t=t
n

U
n+1
T
 U
n
T
t
; (11)
where U
n+1
T
and U
n
T
are the ell-averaged solutions in T at times t
n+1
and t
n
, and t =
t
n+1
  t
n
. This yields a full disrete semi-impliit sheme where resulting symmetri linear
algebrai problem is solved by a standard Krylov solver, suh as a preonditioned onjugate
gradient method. Higher (seond) order auray in time is attainable by a semi-impliit
Runge-Kutta method, built by two distint stages of the same form [12℄.
3.2. The Mixed-Hybrid Disretization of the Dary's Equation
The oupled system of equations (2) in the unknowns p and u is disretized by a mixed-hybrid
nite element approah. For a detailed exposition of mixed and mixed-hybrid nite element
methods we refer the reader to Referenes [5, 6℄, while for the desription of the numerial
formulation adopted in this work we refer to Referene [12℄.
In the mixed-hybrid nite element method adopted in the present work we approximate
the veloity eld by using the lowest-order RT
0
disontinuous elements, whih is omposed by
two-dimensional funtions whose restrition to any mesh triangle T is of the form
uj
T
 
T

x
y

+


T

T

; (12)
where the real salar oeÆients 
T
, 
T
and 
T
depend on the triangle T . The pressure eld
is approximated by the triangle-based pieewise onstant funtions while the pressure trae
over eah ell-interfae by the edge-based pieewise onstant ones.
With respet to Referene [12℄, the present work diers substantially in the hoie of the
disrete funtional spae used for the approximation of the veloity eld u. We use here the
lowest-order RT
0
disontinuous elements instead of the BDM
1
ones of Referene [12℄, where a
full linear dependene on the position is onsidered. Notie also that the ontinuity ondition
of the normal omponent of the veloity ux is relaxed, and a weaker ondition is imposed by
a set of suitable Lagrange multipliers whih approximates the pressure traes.
We experiened in fat that RT
0
elements oers a satisfatory auray level at a redued
omputational ost with respet to BDM
1
elements, see Referene [13℄. These latter ones are
formally more aurate but also signiantly more demanding from a omputational viewpoint
beause they involve twie the number of unknowns to be stored and alulated.
This issue is partiularly important beause in this work the pressure and the veloity elds
are iteratively updated at eah time step, see Referene [11℄, while in the work desribed in
Referene [12℄ they were alulated only one at the beginning of eah simulation and then
used to transport passively the onentration elds of the ontaminant speies.
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3.3. Reation Soure Terms and Mirobial Population Equation
The reation terms desribed in equations (6) are omputed by solving a set of nodewise non-
linear systems via a Newton iterative method with frational multistep integration sheme,
see Referene [12℄.
4. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
se:experiment
In this setion we illustrate the performane of the proposed mathematial and numerial
model in prediting the eetiveness of a human remediation intervention to redue the
ontaminant onentration of a polluted aquifer. The aquifer is haraterized by a onstant
porosity  = 0:3 and a heterogeneous isotropi transmissivity, whose prinipal values are
assumed to be onstant on eah triangle of the omputational mesh, and dier triangle by
triangle in the range between 10
 5
and 1 m
2
/day, in aord with an equiprobability stohasti
distribution.
The rst test ase that we present in this paper onsists in the initial soil ontamination
phase and is labeled by T1. The soil ontamination is due to the leakage of Cylo-Aromati-
Hydroarbons, CAH, whih forms a plume transported by the groundwater ow eld and
spread in the saturated aquifer.
The next three test ases, labeled by T2, T3 and T4, desribes three possible interventions
for the remediation phase. Basially, we onsider a network of pumping wells that extrat the
polluted water and onvey it to a treatment plant, where the ontaminant is removed. The
puried water may be enrihed in oxygen and nutrients to stimulate soil baterial growth and
is then re-injeted in the aquifer via a network of injetion wells. Figure 1 skethes the water
treatment proedure.
All of the wells an be seletively used either in injetion or in extration mode and are all
supposed to be onneted via pipelines to the water treatment plant. Point \A" is also the
loation of the leaking tank when ontamination ours. The proper position and onguration
of the wells has been hosen by investigating their apability of interepting the ontaminated
plume transported by the groundwater ow in a set of preliminary simulations.
These simulations are based on the four speies model proposed by Molz et al. [21℄ and
Widdowson et al. [27℄, and desribed in [12℄. For the sake of ompleteness, we report the
model in the nal appendix, giving also the values of the parameters used in the simulations.
The ontaminant CAH is the organi substrate S of the model, while the other speies involved
are the dissolved oxygen in the soil, O, some ompounds hemially based on nitrates, N , and
some ammonia-based ompounds whih onstitute a generi nutrient supply A. The initial
onentrations of these speies follow a random distribution, with values in the ranges reported
in Table I.
Figure 2 depits the benhmark ase and the position of the wells on the aquifer | labels
\A" through \M" | in the remediation phase. A onstant gradient of p=x = 0:04 is
superimposed on the subsurfae bulk ow eld in the aquifer, whih is thus oriented along the
x diretion. These model problems are ompletely dened by a suitable Dirihlet boundary
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Table I. Miroolony onentration ranges (in g=m
3
) at the beginning of the simulation (t = 0).
tab:initial_values

S
(t=0) 
O
(t=0) 
N
= 
A
(t=0)
(g/m
3
) (g/m
3
) (g/m
3
)
[0:1; 1℄ [0:1; 1℄ 1000
Table II. Simulation run parameters
tab:simulation_parameters
Run Label
Parameter
T1 T2 T3 T4
t(days) 0.5 0.2 0.05 0.05
T
max
(days) 410 2800 500 700
wells
Water
Treatment
Water
Enricher
O 2
Recycled
water
Contaminated
water
Nutrients
waste
Contaminant
From pumping
wells
To injection
Figure 1. Tehnial sheme of the remediation plant installed aside of the well network for polluted
water treatment and lean water enrihment.
fig:plant
ondition, with an hydrauli pressure head given as a funtion of x. For eah simulation run,
we report in Table II the time step t and the nal time T
max
at whih the simulation ends
up.
During the initial pollution phase (T1), the plume of CAH spreads with an irregular,
or \ngered", front beause of the stohasti soil heterogeneity whih establishes several
preferential paths. Figure 3 illustrates the situation at the intermediate time t = 410 days,
when the ontaminant reahes the boundary of the aquifer and begins to dissolve into the water
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River
B
C
D
E G H
I
LF
M
A
Groundwater flow
Figure 2. Planar sketh of the well loations.
fig:wells
of the onning river. A steady state solution is reahed at t = 600 days, shown in gure 3,
when the ontaminant plume does not spread further and the transport of the ontaminant
along some preferential paths is thus established.
Three dierent possible intervention strategies have been investigated. Remediation starts
after t = 410 days sine the pollution started, that is before the ontaminant reahes the
river onning with the aquifer. We suppose that the ontaminant soure is removed and the
lean-up of the soil is performed by using a network of extration/injetion wells. For all of
the simulations we will show the spatial distribution of the organi substrate, CAH, and of the
dissolved oxygen, DO { the speies O in our four speies model.
In the simulation T2 we onsider the so-alled pump-and-treat method. The wells G through
M of the pipeline network are ative and extrat the ontaminated water, whih is then
onveyed to water treatment plants.
The ow boundary onditions are the same as for the soil ontamination phase, exept at
the loation orresponding to the pumping wells: here, a derease of 0.5 m in pressure head
with respet to the natural gradient ondition is imposed in order to modify the ow pattern
for ontaminant reovery. As in the soil ontamination phase, just one hemial speies is
onsidered in the simulation, by negleting the eets of the other speies.
The result of the simulation is shown in gure 5 at the intermediate time t = 1490 days,
that is about 4 years after the removal of the ontaminant soure. Heterogeneity still aets
the eetiveness of the removal, but its spreading eet is not as evident as in the rst phase.
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The omputer simulation is terminated at t = 2500 days { about 7 years. It is worth notiing
that the removal of the organi ontaminant plume has not yet been fully ompleted.
The bioremediation interventions onsidered in this paper { simulations T3 and T4 { are
essentially based on the stimulation of the growth of the subsurfae baterial population by
inreasing the onentration of oxygen and nutrients dissolved in soil. We assume that these
hemial substanes be diretly supplied via injetion of \enrihed water" into the aquifer.
Part of the wells are, thus, used for extrating the ontaminated water to be onveyed to
treatment plants. Part or all of the remaining wells are used for re-injeting water with hemial
additives into the soil. The eetiveness of this strategy strongly depends on the extration-
injetion operational mode hosen in the well onguration pattern, whih is dierent for the
two simulations T3 and T4.
In the onguration of the simulation T3 the wells A through D work in injetion mode {
an overpressure of 0:5 m is imposed. Nutrients and nitrates are delivered in exess, sine their
solubility in water is muh larger than the one of oxygen. This latter hemial is kept at a
onstant onentration of 20 mg/l. The remaining wells work in extration mode, at the same
pressure ondition of the \pump-and-treat" method.
The result of this simulation is shown at the intermediate time t = 178 days after the
removal of the ontaminant started. No signiant improvements in ontaminants removal are
ahieved from this onguration of pumping and injeting wells after t = 360 days. A \dead-
zone" develops in the triangular region dened by the wells \F-G-H", all working in pumping
onditions. It is evident by omparing gures 8 and 6 the dierene in the ontaminant removal
between the urrent simulation and the preeding one, partiularly where dissolved oxygen has
been delivered.
In the onguration of the simulation T4 wells G through M still work in extration mode,
wells E and F injet nutrients and oxygen, while wells A through D are dismissed. gure 9 shows
the ontaminant and dissolved oxygen distributions at the intermediate time t = 600 days.
We remark that the major part of the residual ontaminant mass in the aquifer is removed. A
omplete removal of the ontaminant is ahieved at the nal time t = 875 days, as illustrated
by Figure 9.
Finally, gure 11 reports the residual ontaminant mass in the aquifer as a dereasing
funtion of time and summarizes the performane of the dierent remediation approahes T2,
T3 and T4. This gure emphasizes how the bioremediation strategy an be more eetive than
the simple pump-and-treat method. Although both intervention strategies T2 and T4 ahieves
an almost omplete removal of the ontaminant, the remediation time is very dierent in the
two ases. Nevertheless, bioremediation an also be sensitive to the well onguration network
hosen for the intervention, as shown by the performane urve T3.
4.1. Model Performanes
In this setion we report some information about the osts in term of CPU time of the omputer
simulations.
All the simulations desribed in the previous setion were run on a omputational mesh
omposed of about 5000 triangles using an IBM RISC 6000/390 mahine. The simulations
involving the full four-speies model are very expensive and take about 12 hours, while single-
speies alulations require typially 80-90 minutes.
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Table 2: CPU Costs (minutes)
Run Label
Parameter
T1 T2 T3 T4
CPU 80 90 720 720
The CPU ost is quite high in the former ase beause all of the non-linear interations
among the dierent speies must be taken into aount. A 4  4 non-linear systems must
be solved for eah ell at eah time step, by using a Newton iterative sheme, whih takes
approximately 40% of the total CPU osts. Moreover, the nite volume method requires a
limited pieewise-linear reonstrution of eah unknown eld to ensure 2
nd
-order auray in
spae. The limiting proedure is needed to ensure monotoniity of reonstruted gradients and
to preserve non-linear stability, see Referene [12℄ for details. The omputational ost of the
reonstrution proedure is also signiant, being about 35% of the total CPU osts of the
simulation. This inrement is evident when the full speies model is onsidered instead of the
single-speies one.
CPU osts are also inuened by the way the simulation is run. For instane, in the initial
pollutant phase T1, the ontaminant is transported by a steady groundwater ow eld, whih
is omputed only one at the beginning of the run. Instead, the simulation T2 stills involves
a single-speies model, but makes usage of a transient groundwater veloity eld, whih is
updated every 50 transport steps, thus resulting in a more expensive omputation.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we illustrated a numerial model to investigate the bioremediation proess
in heterogeneous saturated aquifers and its appliations in devising dierent intervention
strategies on a eld-size senarios. The method is partiularly suitable in deteting dead-zones
due to the heterogeneity of the medium and dependent on the well loation and operational
mode.
Our approah is based on the disretization of a multispeies transport model oupled with a
baterial degradation kinetis of Monod type. The miroolony desription of baterial ativity
is onsidered. The bulk ow veloity is approximated by a mixed-hybrid nite element method
while the speies transport equations are disretized by using a semi-impliit ell-enter nite
volume sheme.
The performane of the method are assessed by studying the ontamination proess and
several remediation strategies on a realisti subsurfae senario.
A omparison of the numerial experiments reported in this work learly illustrates the
advantage of a ombined biologial-hydrauli intervention with respet to the simple hydrauli
one in the ase of a stohastially heterogeneous soil. The remediation time in the former ase
is shown to be about half the one of the latter ase. This fat implies that the operational
osts may be substantially redued.
When the aquifer is strongly heterogeneous, preferential ow zones may appear and large
quantities of ontaminant may remain isolated if the simplest pump-and-treat remediation
strategy is adopted. Contaminant trapping eets due to heterogeneities may also be
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present when remediation is enhaned by baterial ativity. In suh a ase, an optimal well
onguration has a dramati impat on the eetiveness of the human intervention. For these
reasons, it is evident that a better understanding of how and where trapping zones appear is
ritial in devising an eetive remediation strategy.
In order to study the near-soure ontamination zone, that is the the zone surrounding an
organi ontaminant spill, a multiphase model is needed, beause an organi phase appears. It
is informative to say that some preliminary work [14, 11℄ has been performed by the authors
to develop a suitable numerial approah to multiphase simulations as well as onsidering the
problem of pore-logging in biolm models. However, these topis will be the issue of future
work.
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Figure 3. Contamination phase (T1): pollutant onentration at t = 410 days
senario1a
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Figure 4. Contamination phase (T1): pollutant onentration at t = 600 days | steady state
senario1b
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Figure 5. Pump-and-treat remediation (T2): onentration at t = 1450 days
PAT1a
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Figure 6. Pump-and-treat remediation (T2): onentration at t = 2500 days
PAT1b
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Figure 7. Bioremediation by 1
st
well onguration (T3): onentration at t = 178 days
bio1a
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Figure 8. Bioremediation by 1
st
well onguration (T3): onentration at t = 360 days
bio1b
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Figure 9. Bioremediation by 2
nd
well onguration (T4): onentration at t = 600 days (200 days after
the swith)
bio2a
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Figure 10. Bioremediation by 2
nd
well onguration (T4): onentration at t = 875 days (475 days
after the swith)
bio2b
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Figure 11. Contaminant residual mass removal vs remediation time.
ompeff
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APPENDIX
The kineti degradation rates of onentrations within miroolonies in (3) for the four speies model
used in all of the simulations are
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and the mirobial growth/deay equation is
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